
How to build a 
comprehensive
CX program for 
government agencies



With 24/7 access to information and support, today’s

customers have high expectations. They no longer have the 

patience for long wait times, confusing guidance, or a lack of 

transparency into their inquiries. Constituents are no di�erent 

and frankly, they deserve better.

Government agencies can join the private sector in

cultivating positive customer experiences. By adopting a

citizen mindset, leveraging automation, and empowering

agents with the right tools, the public sector can provide

modern digital experiences.

Read on to learn how agencies have revamped their support

strategies to improve the citizen experience.
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CX in the public sector is
no longer optional
While the government may not always be known for its

use of cutting edge technology and excellent customer

service, President Biden’s 2021 President's Management

Agenda (PMA) explicitly called for an improved citizen

experience. The PMA requires agencies to provide a modern, 

streamlined, and responsive approach to citizen needs.

Compliance with PMA isn’t the only reason agencies

should rethink the way they provide citizen support.

In today’s market, the strongest predictor of consumer

loyalty is no longer a company’s product or service, but

rather the customer’s impression of their experience.

Although citizens cannot choose the organizations they

engage with when seeking public support, their

experiences have the power to shape their trust in the

government.

Understanding the
citizen mindset
The first step in improving the citizen experience is to

gain a firm understanding of “what matters most to the

audience you serve” (D’Emidio and Wagner, McKinsey).

Federal agencies “must ground their e�orts in driver

analysis and prioritize parts of the experience that will

contribute the most to mission success” (Parrish, Forrester).

When tasked with reducing the number of positive

COVID-19 cases, the State of Virginia decided to develop

a contact-tracing app, taking an approach rooted in the

citizen mindset. Due to the nature of such an initiative, the

state knew there would be concerns with privacy protection 

and that failing to address this publicly would result in

low user adoption.

To mitigate the risk of producing an app that nobody

would download, the team developed a privacy

framework which only required users to opt into sharing

their location. They also invested in a robust marketing

strategy, explaining the precautions taken to protect

citizens’ privacy. As a result, over a half a million people

downloaded the app. Attributing their success to the fact 

that they were able to get ahead of citizen concerns rather
than merely reacting to them, the State of Virginia was
able to tackle one of today’s most daunting tasks.

Mission matters
The US Department of Veterans A�airs (VA) is another
example of an organization that restrategized the way in
which they meet constituent needs. Through a series of
surveys and focus groups, the VA learned that veterans
were struggling to interact with their website and were
often frustrated with having to navigate several pages to
find what they needed. Veterans noted that the VA’s
homepage was designed to reflect how the organization
was structured rather than how users typically interact with
VA services.

With 10 million visitors per month, the VA realized that
there was a huge missed opportunity. Charles Worthington, 
the VA’s Chief Technology O�cer, urged teams to
reflect on how their mission to “care, serve, and honor the
men and women who are America’s veterans” could
manifest itself in today’s digital environment.

As a firm believer in designing with your core-user in mind,
Worthington advocated to restructure the homepage. The
revamped version now includes quick links and tools to
what veterans want to find. The homepage guides them
through 20 top tasks including: how to schedule an
appointment, file a claim, or message a doctor. This
self-service initiative decreased the amount of time
veterans had to wait for outcomes, and also improved the
agent experience, freeing them up to focus on more
complex inquiries.

Worthington credits the VA’s success to its focus on their
mission. By getting strategic buy-in from the top and never
losing sight of their North Star, the details never became a
bottleneck. Instead, the organization was constantly
putting themselves in the shoes of their constituents,
allowing them to clearly execute their vision.

Customer experience
during a crisis
Like Worthington, oficials in the State of Illinois designed a
system with their constituents in mind. However once
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https://www.performance.gov/pma/cx/
https://www.performance.gov/tags/PMA/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-and-social-sector/our-insights/understanding-the-customer-experience-with-government
https://www.forrester.com/blogs/the-us-federal-customer-experience-remains-weak-and-uneven-in-2019/
https://www.va.gov/ABOUT_VA/index.asp
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COVID-19 hit, unemployment claims started to skyrocket, 
forcing the state to rethink their approach and quickly 
develop an e�cient support strategy.

The team began by weaving AI technology into their claim 
management processes. By leveraging website analytics and 
scanning for common searches, they were able to quickly 
pull together a list of frequent citizen needs. From there, they 
could use automated chat and voice-recognition functions to 
redirect citizens to helpful resources.
Having the ability to automate claims not only freed up 
agents to focus on more complex cases, but also meant 
shorter wait times and quicker outcomes for constituents.

Focus on internal support too
While agencies are often quick to prioritize their external 
users, experts advocate that focusing on the way in which 
employees interface with internal teams, such as HR or IT, is 
equally as important.

After recognizing that their internal HR processes were not 
user-friendly, the United States Airforce (USAF) decided to 
develop an app to better meet the needs of their traveling 
workforce. USAF developers carefully thought through the 
use-cases of both the HR professionals that administer the 
platform and the airman and woman that would be using it. 
Knowing that most staf would be spending nights or 
weekends addressing their HR issues, they rolled out a 
mobile app, ensuring users could navigate all of the features 
at home and key personal information was easy to find.

Another way agencies can demonstrate their commitment to 
their employees is by investing in a clean and transparent 
agent workstream. This can both yield positive performance 
outcomes and boost internal morale.

The State of Tennessee is an example of the impact that 
modernizing internal processes could have on both the 
constituent and agent experience. Using Zendesk, the state 
integrated enhanced automations and leveraged predictable 
analytics, eliminating manual tasks and allowing agents to 
get ahead of citizen needs. In addition to a 35% increase in 
their CSAT score, 90% of citizens cited being able to resolve 
their issues during their first agent interaction.

Not only was this e�ciency boost a huge win for the state’s 
reputation as a public service, but the investment shows 
employees that agency leadership values their work and 
cares about making their day-to-day lives a little bit easier.

Zendesk can help
Government agencies are often forced to compromise citizen 
experience when operating in unprecedented circumstances 
or high-demand. However, investing in a platform to streamline 
your workflow will allow you to take on what’s most important 
and design with your consti- tuents in mind.

Government organizations rely on Zendesk to deliver the 
best possible citizen and employee experiences more 
e�ciently, at any scale. Today, our FedRAMP authorized 
solution provides the tools for government agencies to 
manage COVID-19 responses, a newly remote workforce, as 
well as contact tracing. Our easy-to-use, secure customer 
service and engagement products allow teams to centralize 
communication, streamline workflows and analyze trends, for 
greater efficiency and happier constituents.

Use Zendesk to
Communicate e�ectively with citizens and 
employees
When you’re fighting to keep up with threads, your response 
times slow down. You lose citizen trust, and potentially, their 
business. Our ticketing system puts email, chat, social, and 
voice in the same place, so your agents can focus on the 
conversation, not the channel.

Build a comprehensive help center
Organize frequently asked questions, initiative details, 
policies, and more, and empower citizens and agents with 
that information. Integrated seamlessly with Zendesk 
Support, Zendesk Guide is a smart knowledge base.
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https://zen-marketing-assets.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/pdf/AMER/eBook-How+to+keep+up+with+unemployment+amid+covid+19_v3.pdf



